We have measured excitation functions of the y rays resulting from the bombardment of "N by polarized and unpolarized protons in the energy range E~= 2.5 -9.5 MeV with emphasis on identifying dipole decays to the first (0+) and second (3 ) excited states in ' O.
I. INTRODUCTION
The well-known and very impressive successes of the many-particle shell model have contributed greatly to our confidence that we can achieve a predictive theory of nuclear structure. In particular the calculations of Cohen and Kurath' in the Op shell and of Wildenthal and 
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experiments were performed with the University of Washington FN tandem accelerator. Gamma rays from proton capture were detected in a 25 X 25 cm NaI spectrometer with an anticoincidence shield.
We used a polarized beam to measure the excitation functions at 8&
--90' for proton energies between 6.2 and 9.1 . The data below 7.4 MeV in Fig. 1 were taken with a ' N (99.9% purity) gas target (0.3 mg/cm ) with Ni entrance (0.6 mg/cm ) and exit foils. At higher energies a thicker ' N tar- y««+~~~~~Ñ WO~~o~~~t ' rt $ 1 «LA'la. ' 6.0S, 6.13 MeV) ' N(p, a~y)' C, ' N(p, p~2y)' N, and ' N(p, p3y) ' N reactions measured using a gas target. The most interesting feature of the excitation functions shown in Fig. 4 MeV states. The data close to 18.98 MeV were taken with a gas target, the rest with a melamirie target. ;1 6.298(10) 18.032(10) 16 (8) 18.033(10)' 18 (7) 18.033(7) The strong resonances (see Fig. 4 we observe a narrow resonance (I'=10+8 keV) in the y34 and at channels (see Fig. 4 In Table VII we compare the quantities R(GT), R (IVM 1), and R( s r) whose absolute values should be equal if experiment and theory agree. In Fig. 8 , the quantities R(GT) and R (IVM1) (ZBM) are compared in an (x,y} plot and in Fig. 9 Fig. 9 it can also be seen that the experimental R(GT) is on the average quenched (by about 20%) relative to the theoretical R(sr). This is presumably due to the many-fico configuration mixing and the delta-particle-nucleon-hole admixtures mentioned above.
In conclusion, near ' 0, the average "effective" M1 operator is close to the free nucleon value, but this is due to an accidental cancellation between a quenching effect (as seen for the GT operator) and an enhancement effect (due to exchange currents).
About 20% of the M 1 and GT contributions are due to "nuclear medium" effects which must be incorporated into the theory as effective two-body operators. These two-body "nuclear medium" ef- Table  VII and Sec. VI D). J (T') +Jf (Tf) "O 4-(1) 4- (0) 3 (0) 3 (1)-+4 (0) 3- (0) 2-(0) (0) (1)~2 (0) -+1 (0) O-(0) Table IX ). Fig. 1 ). The theory is the same as in Fig. 1 except that the orbital g factors have been set equal to zero. The experimental (p, n) cross sections from Refs. 53 and 55 were normalized to the strong ' N to ' C B(GT) value and then multiplied by the factor N=1.690 so that they can be compared in an absolute manner to the theoretical B(M1) with gI --0. 
calculations. This is done in Table XIII 
